News

- CERF Fellow, Bobby V Reddy, published his book: [Founders without Limits](#)
- Bart Lambrecht delivered the plenary keynote speech at the Annual Conference of the British Accounting and Finance Association (BAFA) in Nottingham on 12 April 2022
- Bart Lambrecht presented a paper on the financial policies of private firms (joint work with CERF post-doc, Shiqi Chen) in a seminar (via Zoom) at the Belk College of Business, University of North Carolina at Charlotte, on 29 April 2022
- CERF post-doc Shaoting Pi presented his paper "Speaking with One Voice: Shareholder Collaboration on Activism" at FMA in October 2021. This paper has also received acceptance from European FMA conference, Asian finance association conference, and World Finance Conferences in June and July 2022.
- CERF post-doc Shaoting Pi is invited to University of Zurich to present his new paper on shareholder voting for ESG proposals
- CERF post-doc Shiqi Chen presented her job market paper “Time-varying Value of Information Acquisition: Learning and Financial Decisions”, in seminars at Lancaster University Management School, HEC Montreal, Norwegian School of Economics (NHH), Leicester University, Peking University HSBC Business School, City University of Hong Kong, The Southwestern University of Finance and Economics, Fudan University, Zhejiang University, Central University of Finance and Economics, and Nankai University.

Events

- [CERF Seminar series](#) will continue as usual.
- [CERF Cavalcade](#) will take place on 18 May 2022
- [CERF in the City](#) will take place on 22 June 2022
- Call for papers for [Cambridge-Nova](#) workshop went live in February
- [2022 Corporate Finance Theory Symposium](#) will take place on 16 and 17 September 2022

Please see the CERF website for up-to-date information on our upcoming events and other news. [www.cerf.cam.ac.uk](http://www.cerf.cam.ac.uk)